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A4 Avant eyecatcher with Schwabenfolia wrapping on Barracuda Tzunamee EVO

The Audi A4 of the current B9 generation has now been available for a remarkable 
seven years. While the model change to the successor - the last of its kind with 
combustion engines - is already clearly in the offing, the previous vehicle is still 
doing well on the market. No wonder, since the A4 is a pleasingly designed car that 
still knows how to please with its design today. The popular Avant version of the 
Audi is all the more chic when, like this example, it received an individual refinement
and was placed on a set of high-quality Barracuda Racing Wheels.

The vehicle was created as part of a cooperation between JMS Fahrzeugteile and 
the Barracuda Racing Wheels and Schwabenfolia brands.

While the latter are of course responsible for the eye-catching design wraps on the 
Audi, the choice fell on the trendy Tzunamee EVO wheels from the Barracuda 
range. The rims with styling in the distinctive asymmetrical Y-spoke design are 
mounted all around in 9x20 inches.

The associated Hankook Ventus S1 evo3 tires have the dimensions 245/35ZR20.  
And last but not least, the Ingolstadt station wagon received a rounding-off lowering:
a KW Variant 3 coilover kit lowered the body by around 40 millimeters.

Stunning videos of Barracuda are available on the Barracuda Racing Wheels 
YouTube channel or interactively on the barracuda.wheels Instagram profile. The 
alloy wheels are available from the extensive Barracuda wheel range in car 
dealerships or well-stocked tire and specialist shops. Alternatively, they are 
available, along with all other facts, as well as price and delivery information, directly
from:

JMS Fahrzeugteile GmbH
Schulstr. 28
D-72654 Neckartenzlingen
Tel.: +49 (0) 71 27 / 96084-0
Fax: +49 (0) 71 27 / 96084-20
Email: info@jms-fahrzeugteile.de
www.barracuda-europe.de 
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